[Development and utilization of the integral system of computer monitoring in anesthesiology in clinical obstetrics and gynecology].
An original computer monitoring system for preoperative monitoring was developed at the department of anesthesiology and intensive care of the Research Center for Obstetrics and Gynecology of the Russian Academy of Medical Sciences. The system includes a bedside monitor Athena (S&W + Artema, Denmark) and two special monitors ABM-100 (Datex, Finland) and NCCOM (Bomed, USA). The potentialities of the system are discussed; physiological parameters were monitored and estimated in the real time mode. Variants of graphic interface of the system are presented, including an original multisystem integral nomogram. Utilization of the system demonstrated the advantages of objective physiological information recorded by the system, a high informative values of integral estimated parameters in the real time mode. The use of the multisystem integral nomogram helps the anesthesiologist rapidly and unambiguously to interpret the clinical situation and essentially accelerates the decision-making on further treatment strategy. The work with the system does not require any special knowledge and skills, the system is simple and easy in use.